I. INTRODUCTION That consent may validate an otherwise wrongful military intervention into the territory of the consenting state is a generally accepted principle. When a government is both widely recognized and in effective control of most of the state, this principle affords a clear alternative to Security Council authorization as a basis for justifying external intervention, whether by states acting unilaterally, or by states acting under the auspices of the United Nations (U.N.) or a regional organization.
In many cases, however, consent is often a highly controversial justification for military intervention. In some cases, it is doubtful whether the consent at issue is voluntary In other cases, the individual purporting to give consent may lack the legal authority to do so. 2 But these issues, although they may prove difficult to resolve in particular cases, are usually at least nominally susceptible to resolution under generally accepted principles of treaty law dealing with coercion and the representation of states. 3 More difficult problems * Associate Professor of Law, Cornell Law School. The author would like to thank Professor John H. Barcelo, III, for helpful comments on a prior draft of this Article. 1. As Judge (then Special Rapporteur) Roberto Ago observed in his report to the International Law Commission on state responsibility, consent may be "expressed or tacit, explicit or implicit, provided however that it is clearly established," and is not "vitiated by 'defects' such as error, fraud, corruption or violence." Eighth Report on State Responsibility, Document arise when the authority of a particular government purporting to consent to intervention on behalf of the state is subject to challenge, either because the government has lost control of a substantial portion of the state, or because the government's international legitimacy is otherwise subject to doubt.
The theoretical basis for the rule that consent may validate an otherwise wrongful intervention is not entirely clear. In a study of state responsibility for wrongful conduct, the International Law Commission concluded that consent to intervention acts as a form of bilateral agreement between the consenting and intervening states that suspends the normal operation of the legal rules that would otherwise govern their relationship. It seems more plausible, however, to conclude simply that consent or its absence is central to the definition of wrongful intervention in the first place. In other words, prohibited intervention should be understood as intervention against the will of the state. In Oppenheim's formulation, it is "dictatorial interference" in a state's internal affairs that is impermissible, not external involvement per se.
Consistent with this understanding, many states have attempted to justify military intervention in other states on the basis of consent. In some cases, the justification was relatively persuasive, and the interventions met with general acquiescence. During the Cold War both France, and to a lesser extent the United Kingdom, relied on consent to justify periodic interventions in former colonies to support friendly governments against small-scale rebellions or palace coups. 6 Most states accepted such interventions, even when the invitations at ness of invitations to intervene "are resolvable on the basis of familiar concepts drawn straightforwardly from other areas of the law than those having to do directly with restraints on the exercise of force, for example, the law of treaties."); see also Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, U.N. Doc. A/CONF. 39/27 (1969), art. 51 (rejecting the validity of consent based on coercion of a state's representative); id. art. 52 (rejecting the validity of consent based on coercion of the state itself); id. art. 7 (identifying individuals presumptively capable of expressing a state's consent to be bound to a treaty).
issue arguably came after the inviting officials had already lost their hold on power. 7 Similarly, the 1982 deployment of United States, French, Italian and British forces to assist the Lebanese government in restoring order met with little international opposition, at least at the outset. ' In other cases, reliance on consent proved unpersuasive. For example, when the Soviet Union invoked the principle of state consent to justify invasions of Hungary in 1956, Czechoslovakia in 1968, and Afghanistan in 1979, it met with widespread criticism on the ground that the invitations at issue were either manufactured or coerced. 9 Similarly, when the United States sent troops to the Dominican Republic in 1965 and to Grenada in 1983, it was condemned by many states which questioned the legal authority of the officials who issued the invitations to intervene. 0 Still, in these cases, as in those described above, the principle that voluntary consent from proper state authorities can validate intervention was not in dispute.
In most cases, the real issue was, and remains, who is entitled to express the will of the state concerning intervention? Although it is the consent of the state itself that is ultimately at issue, states are abstract entities and cannot by themselves give or withhold consent to intervention. In general, international law presumes that when a government exercises effective control over the territory and people of the state, the government (and more particularly, the authorized 7. When France intervened against an incumbent government, however, it met with more international criticism than approbation. In 1979, when French troops forcibly deposed the head of state of the Central African Empire, various countries criticized the French action as a violation of the non-intervention principle, despite Bokassa's atrocious human rights record. 8. See Doswald-Beck, supra note 6, at 241-42. Not long after arrival, however, U.S. (and to some extent French) forces were drawn into the conflict in a way that exceeded their status as peacekeepers. As a result, the intervention eventually attracted considerable criticism from other states. See id.
9. See U.N. SCOR, 14th Sess., 746th mtg. at 4, U.N. Doe. S/PV.746 (1956) (Hung.); U.N. SCOR, 23d Sess., 1441st mtg. at 1, U.N. Doe. S/PV.1441 (1968) (Czech.); U.N. SCOR, 35th Sess., 2185th mtg. at 2, U.N. Doe. S/PV.2185 (1980) (Afg. officials of that government) possesses the exclusive authority to express the will of the state in its international affairs. 2 This presumption derives from a mix of practical and theoretical considerations. As a practical matter, states cannot ignore an effective government, whatever its origin or political leanings. Moreover, reliance on effective control as the test for a government's capacity to represent the state offers a reasonably objective and externally verifiable basis for determining governmental authority, thus "inhibiting intervention" by outside states.' As a theoretical matter, effective control serves as a rough proxy for the existence of some degree of congruity between the government and the larger political community of the state, which supports the government's claim to represent the state as a whole. To the extent that the government is unrepresentative, this assumed congruity may be largely fictitious.' 4 But it is nonetheless widely accepted as the only viable basis on which states can conduct international relations in a decentralized system.
In some cases, however, the presumption that the government speaks for the state may break down. In particular, when the government's control over the state is effectively challenged by an internal, armed opposition, the presumption that the government represents the state may become untenable.' Indeed, it is precisely the authority of a particular government to speak for the state as a whole that is called into question by an internal conflict.
Arguably, the U.N. Charter prohibits aid to either government or rebel forces in a civil war, since aid to one side might disrupt the internal play of forces, and thereby violate the political independence of the state and the right of its people to determine their own political future. ' international law permitted military aid to an incumbent government, at least when the government could plausibly claim that such aid was needed to offset external assistance given illicitly to opposing forces." Conversely, most states viewed aid to rebel forces as a violation of the non-intervention principle, even if the rebels portrayed themselves as freedom fighters opposing a dictatorial regime. 8 Although easy to state, these general rules are often exceptionally difficult to apply.' 9 Moreover, it is not yet clear whether the end of the Cold War will bring about any significant modifications in these rules. Among the issues yet to be resolved are the following: (1) the point at which an incumbent government loses its authority to request external military assistance; (2) the extent to which the collective character of an intervention may alter the applicable legal analysis; (3) whether multiple warring factions may jointly consent to external military intervention; (4) what happens when one or more of those factions wishes to revoke its consent; and (5) Whether a state may bind itself in advance to accept military intervention in specified circumstances. These issues are considered below primarily in the context of a regional organization contemplating intervention in a civil conflict.
II. CONSENT AND ITS PROBLEMS
In considering the issues noted above, it may be helpful to characterize invitations to intervene by the relative standing of government and rebel forces at the time an invitation to intervene is issued. A review of past cases suggests the following division: (1) cases in which a recognized government exercises control over most of the state; (2) cases in which the government and rebel forces reach a rough equilibrium, with each in control of a substantial portion of the state; (3) cases in which the incumbent government is merely one of (during the Cold War, many states "consistently acted as if recognized governments had an unfettered right to seek foreign assistance in crushing domestic rivals").
18. In keeping with this view, the International Court of Justice held that U.S. aid to rebel forces seeking to overthrow the Government of Nicaragua was illegal, noting that the principle of nonintervention "would certainly lose its effectiveness as a principle of law if intervention were to be justified by a mere request for assistance by an opposition group in another State." Military and Paramilitary Activities (Nicar. v. U.S.), 1986 I.C.J. 14,126 (June 27).
19. See Mtlllerson, supra note 9, at 127 (noting that application of the rules governing provision of external assistance at the request of a government, though "perfectly clear from the juridical point of view, is in practice nonetheless fraught with dangers from misapplication").
several warring factions; and (4) cases in which all semblance of internal order disappears.
A. Government Control
From a legal standpoint, the simplest cases to analyze are those in which a recognized, incumbent government controls the political apparatus and most of the territory of the state. In such cases, the government ordinarily retains full authority to request external assistance, or even military intervention, to assist it in maintaining control of the state.2° The government may seek such assistance from the United Nations, from regional organizations, or from individual states. As the International Court of Justice observed in Nicaragua v. United States, intervention is generally "allowable... at the request of the government of a State ....
In some respects, this position is difficult to reconcile with the principle of self-determination. It can be argued that any government forced to call in external military assistance to maintain itself against internal opposition is not genuinely in a position to speak for the state, and that the provision of such assistance by outside states constitutes an impermissible interference with internal political processes.' Further, provision of external aid, even to the government, runs the risk of internationalizing a previously internal conflict. Nonetheless, most states appear to accept the authority of an effective incumbent government to invite external intervention. ' Conversely, neither states nor international organizations may lawfully intervene against the will of an effective, incumbent government. the non-intervention principle. 24 For the same reason, the U.S. invasion of Panama was widely condemned even though the invasion ousted a dictatorial regime and replaced it with a democratically elected one. ' In general, an effective government's right to seek or oppose external intervention does not depend on the manner in which the government acquired power or the manner in which the government exercises power.26 But, there are several existing or potentially emerging exceptions to this general rule. First, a government may not authorize external military intervention against a national liberation movement opposing racist or colonial domination. 27 This exception represents a specific application of the more general principle that a state may not lawfully authorize a foreign state to take any action that would be illegal under international law if undertaken by the authorizing state itself.28 As the process of decolonization accelerated in the 1960s and 1970s, a majority of states in the United Nations concluded that action against national liberation movements constituted a violation of the principle of self-determination. 2 9 As a result, the usual presumption that the effective government constitutes the sole representative of the state in international affairs was at least partially reversed." Although the incumbent government could 24 3 ' To the contrary, the liberation movement alone possessed the right to seek external assistance, although there is considerable controversy over whether such assistance could entail aid amounting to a use of force. 2 Second, it is at best unclear whether a de jure government overthrown in violation of domestic constitutional law may authorize external intervention to re-establish its authority. 33 The situation arises most commonly in the case of a palace coup, that is, when a small group of military officers engineers the abrupt and forcible ouster of the incumbent head of state. On its face, external military intervention to reinstate the ejected incumbent would seem to constitute impermissible interference in the state's internal affairs. Nonetheless, a number of countries periodically send troops to help ousted leaders return to the presidential palace. In 1964 for example, the United Kingdom came to the aid of President Julius Nyere of Tanganyika. 4 Nyere headed an elected government that lost control of the capital to mutinous army troops. At Nyere's request, British troops intervened to restore order. The British action went largely unremarked in the United Nations. Similarly, France has frequently intervened militarily in its former colonies to restore de jure governments to power following internal military coups without attracting much adverse comment from other states. Several factors appear to account for the apparent acquiescence of most states in actions of this nature. So long as the interventions at issue are swift and small in scale, most states seem willing to ignore the brief discontinuity in the de jure government's effective control of the state. In effect, states treat the coup makers as temporary usurpers whose actions do not fundamentally alter the de jure government's power to speak for the state. This attitude may be attributable in part to a general recognition that political constraints usually preclude the U.N. Security Council from authorizing intervention in such cases, and in part to a sense that the former colonial powers should be allowed leeway to assist their former colonies in maintaining order, even at the cost of some inconsistency with international legal principles.
A third possible exception is a variant of the previous exception, limited, however, to intervention to restore a democratically elected government subjected to an unconstitutional seizure of power by intemal forces. The overthrow of the popularly elected government of Haitian President Aristide presents the paradigmatic contemporary example. Aristide became President of Haiti in 1990, following his victory in an internationally monitored and supervised election.1 Some months later the Haitian military, alarmed by Aristide's populist rhetoric and reformist policies, staged a military coup and forced Aristide to flee the country.' Had Aristide immediately invited external military intervention, it might conceivably have fallen within the second exception. Aristide, however, was reluctant to invite foreign military forces into Haiti. He did so, grudgingly and obliquely, only after it became clear that months of economic sanctions and diplomatic pressure would fail to dislodge the military junta. In any event, Aristide's ouster was not the typical palace coup. The officers in charge had substantial support throughout the military and also in a significant, although minority, segment of Haitian society. 39 39. See Acevedo, supra note 33, at 131 (noting that "traditionally entrenched groups that had always represented the power of wealth, privilege, and violence in Haiti-particularly the cordingly, the usurpers could not be summarily dismissed as transient occupants of the Presidential palace whose ouster would have little impact on the Haitian people's right to self-determination.
The argument in favor of permitting intervention based on an invitation from Aristide was simple. As the elected head of state, Aristide represented the people of Haiti as a whole. Following the coup both the United Nations and the Organization of American States (OAS) continued to recognize Aristide as the legitimate head of state, and both repeatedly demanded his reinstatement.4 Accordingly, Aristide had a strong claim that he alone was entitled to speak for the state on questions of intervention. 4 By contrast, the military junta achieved its position by force and maintained that position by terrorizing much of the country. It had no legitimacy, domestic or international, and therefore should have had no authority to speak for the state or to oppose an intervention to restore democracy. 42 Intervention in this context, goes the argument, would further
Haitian self-determination and fulfill the much-heralded, but still emerging, right to democratic governance. 43 This argument is a powerful one. But, when the U.N. Security Council finally authorized military intervention to restore Aristide to power, it relied primarily on its authority to maintain international peace through coercive measures under Chapter VII of the Charter.4 The authorizing resolution implicitly took note of Aristide's consent to intervention, 4 but the Security Council was evidently unwilling to treat that consent as sufficient in and of itself to permit military acupper classes and the army-viewed Aristide's popular approach as a threat"); Roth, supra note 26, at 511-512 (noting that the "coup leadership ha [d] (noting that Aristide's elected status and the military's "violent conduct and unsavory history" combined to create a situation in which there-was "no contest over the mandate to articulate the will of the 'legitimate' government").
43. As Brad Roth observed prior to the U.N. authorization of military intervention in Haiti, "in all likelihood, fulfillment of requests for armed assistance would not in this case be deemed a violation of international law." Id. at 511.
44. See S.C. Res. 940, U.N. SCOR, 49th Sess., 3413th mtg. at 2, U.N. Doc. S/RES/940 (1994) (" [d] etermining that the situation in Haiti continues to constitute a threat to peace and security in the region," and, "[a]cting under Chapter VII of the Charter," authorizing "Member States... to use all necessary means to facilitate" the restoration of the Aristide government).
45. The resolution cited two letters, one from Aristide (S/1994/905, annex), and another from Haiti's Permanent Representative to the United Nations (S/1994/910). Both letters implicitly supported U.N.-authorized military intervention. Id.
tion.' Thus, it seems clear that no right of forcible pro-democratic intervention has yet emerged. International law continues to place considerable importance on effective control as an indicator of a government's authority to act in the name of the state. 7 At the same time, however, intervention to restore or install a democratic government is likely to receive much more sympathetic treatment than most other forms of military intervention, at least if it appears that the intervenors are not motivated by hegemonic or ideological ambitions. In a number of recent cases, both international organizations and individual states have objected vigorously to military coups against elected governments, and have taken limited steps to oppose such coups.4 Moreover, both the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) and the OAS have pledged to take action against the unconstitutional overthrow of a democratic government within their respective regions. 49 While the growing consensus on the importance of democratic governance has 46 . In adopting Resolution 940, the Security Council considered the options outlined in the Report of the Secretary-General on the United Nations Mission in Haiti, U.N. Doe. S/19941828 (1994). In that report, the Secretary-General states that an expanded U.N. force should operate with the consent of the legitimate authorities in Haiti, but also notes that such a force "would have to use coercive means in order to fulfill its mandate," and that it would therefore "be necessary for the Security Council to act under Chapter VII of the Charter in authorizing its mandate." Id. para. 8. During the debate on Resolution 940, several states' representatives noted that Aristide's consent to intervention was an important factor supporting the decision to intervene, but no one identified it as either a necessary or a sufficient legal basis for intervention. See U.N. SCOR, 49th Sess., 3413th mtg. at 17, 19, 23, 24, U.N. Doc., S/PV.3413 (1994) (statements of the representatives of Argentina, Spain, the Russian Federation, and the Czech Republic).
47. Thus, few states considered Endara's consent legally significant when the United States invoked the support of Panama's President-elect, Guillermo Endara, as one of several grounds allegedly justifying U. not translated into acceptance of military intervention in most cases, it does make it easier to employ non-coercive sanctions, and in rare cases, as in Haiti, to obtain Security Council authorization for more coercive measures.
B. Equilibrium Between the Government and Its Adversaries
In many cases of internal conflict, the Government and its adversaries may achieve a rough balance of power with each controlling a significant portion of the state and its population. Juridical opinion and state practice in such cases are varied and often contradictory.0 In theory, external assistance to either side, particularly through military intervention, may violate the right of the people of the state to determine the outcome of the conflict themselves. 5 This theory is problematic, since it privileges an outcome based on the relative strength of the combatants over an outcome determined by the popular support each faction holds or the type of regime each faction is likely to establish should it gain full control of the state. Nonetheless, other approaches may be even more problematic, requiring as they do subjective evaluations by potentially biased external actors of the human rights credentials or democratic prospects of contenders for power in another country.
In practice, most states continue to accord substantial deference to the will of a recognized, incumbent government, even after it arguably lost control of a substantial portion of the state, so long as the government retains control over the capital city and does not appear to be in imminent danger of collapse. 52 In virtually all such cases, however, it is possible for the government to allege that the opposition forces are receiving substantial external assistance from third states in violation of the non-intervention principle. Accordingly the government can claim a right to receive outside assistance, including troops, as a form of counter-intervention. 53 This claimed right is related to but independent of any authority the government might otherwise have to consent to foreign military intervention. It rests on the premise that aid in such circumstances is not a form of intervention requiring legitimation, but rather a means to neutralize an unlawful, prior intervention, thus returning control over the state's po- litical future to internal actors to the extent that is possible, 4 Alternatively, aid may be characterized as a form of collective self-defense against external aggression directed by third states against the state of the requesting government. 5 Unfortunately, the ease with which individual states may invoke asserted rights of counterintervention or collective self-defense makes it difficult to assess the relative significance of consent as an independent justification in most instances of intervention on behalf of embattled but still functioning incumbent governments. This is particularly true for the many cases in which discussions of legal justification were openly colored by Cold War tensions. The 1958 U.S. intervention in Lebanon provides a case in point. The Lebanese government, which was facing a substantial and growing insurrection, alleged that the United Arab Republic was unlawfully supporting the insurrectionists. The United States sent troops to assist the Lebanese government, at its request. The United States, supported by other western countries, argued that it was entirely in accordance with the United Nations Charter to provide such assistance in the face of "an insurrection stimulated and assisted from outside.. .,,56 The Soviet Union, however, with support from a number of states in the General Assembly, characterized the insurrection in Lebanon as "a popular movement against the 'reactionary government' of the Lebanese President, and attacked U.S. involvement as a violation of the nonintervention principle.Y In most such cases, it is difficult to ascertain with any certainty the facts surrounding a government's claim that its internal armed opposition is receiving significant external support. Even in cases where the facts were reasonably clear, Cold War constraints and concerns about intruding on a state's domestic jurisdiction typically precluded the United Nations from taking any effective action against external intervention. As a result, states commonly acted as if incumbent governments had a virtually unlimited right to obtain help 51 from third states in seeking to suppress internal rebellions. end of the Cold War, the members of the Security Council now periodically find it possible to agree on the undesirability of external intervention in particular cases. When such agreement is possible, the Council often imposes mandatory arms embargos on all parties to the conflict. 9 But for the most part, the Council only adopts coercive measures when the incumbent government disappears or becomes simply one of many warring factions." Until that point is reached, third states continue to act as if they have a broad right to aid incumbent governments, provided those governments can plausibly allege that the rebels are receiving external assistance. Unlike individual states, however, international organizations generally prefer not to rely on counterintervention or collective selfdefense as a justification for military intervention in internal conflicts. Instead, both the United Nations and regional organizations usually proclaim that they are neutral with regard to the merits of the underlying conflict. They strive, at least publicly, to avoid siding openly with either the government or its opposition. In general, they seek to play a mediating or peacekeeping function. 6 ' Accordingly, such organizations often face a number of problems specific to intervention under this posture. The first issue they must confront is whose consent must be obtained for intervention. As a prudential matter, both the United Nations and regional organizations will ordinarily seek the consent of each of the primary warring parties before sending troops into the middle of an internal conflict. 6 2 The applicable legal requirement, however, is consent of the territorial state. In some cases that requirement may be satisfied by the consent of the incumbent government, even if its authority has been substantially undermined by a significant armed rebellion. In evaluating the incumbent government's authority in this context, even wide-spread recognition of a government is not by itself disposi- tive. States and international organizations are slow to withdraw recognition from an incumbent government, even when that government has lost control of much of the state.6 Indeed, premature withdrawal of recognition might be seen as illicit support for the rebel forces.6 But, the failure to withdraw recognition does not automatically translate into acceptance of the recognized government's authority to invite external military intervention on its own behalf. As a legal matter, whether a government is entitled to give unilateral consent to the deployment of troops, even for peacekeeping purposes, depends more on the extent of the government's control of the state than on the breadth of its recognition in the international community. As enunciated by the British Foreign Secretary, the test is whether the regime in power "exercise[s] effective control of the territory of the State concerned, and seem[s] likely to continue to do so." 65 Again, however, the question of control is complicated by the common existence of illicit foreign intervention. In Cyprus, for example, the resolutions authorizing the continued deployment of U.N. peacekeeping forces cite only the consent of the recognized Greek Cypriot dominated Government, even though Turkish Cypriots have long controlled more than one third of the state. 66 The U.N.'s formal reliance on government consent reflects not only the fact that the Government still controls most of Cyprus, but also the fact that the government would control the entire state but for Turkish military intervention. 67 In general, when a government faces substantial armed opposition, both the U.N. and regional organizations, more so than individual states, appear to have considerable leeway in determining whether to rely on the consent of the government as a sufficient legal basis for intervention. For rican Unity (OAU) dispatched an Inter-African Force to conduct peacekeeping operations in Chad on the basis of a request from the Chadian Government, even though that Government's position was so precarious that the rebel forces overthrew the Government the following year." Similarly, the Arab League relied on Lebanese Government consent as the basis for intervening in that country's civil war, even though the Government's authority in much of the country was tenuous at best. 69 In such cases most states seem willing to defer to the judgment of the appropriate regional organization."
C. Government As Warring Faction
In some civil wars the government loses control over most of the country, ceases to exercise any substantial administrative or governmental functions, and becomes in effect simply one among a number of warring factions. For example, President Samuel Doe's government in Liberia lost control of most of the state to rebel forces following a rebellion that began on December 24, 1989.' By the summer of 1990, most government ministers had fled the country, and all state institutions had ground to a halt. The rebels exercised military but not administrative control over most of Liberia, with the exception of a portion of the capital still in the hands of what remained of Doe's military.2 Liberia's neighbors watched the growing chaos with some dismay, fearing it might spread throughout the region. Nigeria, the dominant regional power and a supporter of the Doe government, pressed for regional military action to restore order in Liberia.3 Doe welcomed the Nigerian initiative, as did Prince Johnson, the leader of the smaller of the two rebel factions then battling Doe's forces for control of the capital. However, Charles Taylor, the leader of the main rebel force, strongly opposed external intervention.' Taylor believed that given time his forces could take control of the entire state, and that any regional intervention led by Nigeria would support the failing Doe regime at Taylor's expense. Although Liberia's U.N. representative sought to place the Liberian crisis on the Security Council's agenda, the Council took no action. 76 In August 1990, five states, operating under the auspices of the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), sent several thousand troops into Monrovia. The troops were instructed to act as a peacekeeping force, to the extent possible. In keeping with this ostensible mission, the "peacekeepers" were designated as the Economic Community of West African States Monitoring Group (ECOMOG). ' Taylor did not view ECOMOG as a neutral peacekeeping force, however, and his forces attacked ECOMOG on its arrival. ECOMOG then launched a military offensive to expel Taylor's forces from Monrovia and to secure the capital.
This action and subsequent offensives against Taylor's forces are not easy to reconcile with international law. ECOWAS did not have Security Council authorization when it sent troops into Liberia. It did not have the consent of the dominant warring faction, which stated in advance that it would treat an ECOWAS military intervention as an illegal foreign invasion. Thus, this was not a classic peacekeeping operation in which the intervening force obtains the advance consent of the primary warring parties.
At least one author, Professor Georg Nolte, has argued forcefully that President Doe's consent to the intervention was sufficient legal authority for it." Nolte contends that it is "irrelevant" that Doe had been reduced to a "minor contender for power" at the time he gave his consent to the intervention.' His government was still the recognized government of Liberia, and was "capable, by agreeing to a cease-fire with an otherwise rival faction, of paving the way for entry 74 of the intervention forces into his country." 81 Nolte recognizes that such a rule, allowing an essentially defunct government to invite external military intervention to prevent an adversary from taking power, might be abused by neighboring states with hegemonic aspirations, and might lead to an internationalization of a domestic conflict. Nolte argues, however, that the regional framework for intervention provides "the necessary degree of impartiality and the chance of containment of the conflict," and that in situations comparable to Liberia's, it is necessary to balance the goals served by the nonintervention principle with the need to further humanitarian aims.2 Thus, Nolte's position is that Doe's consent was sufficient legal justification for regional intervention in Liberia, especially in light of the humanitarian aims of that intervention. This position is logically consistent with the Security Council's reaction to the ECOWAS intervention. Although the Council never formally authorized military action, months after the initial intervention it did issue statements commending ECOWAS for its efforts to restore peace in LiberiaY. Since the conventional view is that only prior authorization will suffice to legitimize a regional enforcement action, the Council's post hoc approval suggests that the Council considered the ECOWAS intervention to be a consent-based peacekeeping operation. Moreover, during debate on a later resolution authorizing sanctions against Taylor's forces, various members of the Council expressly characterized ECOMOG as a "peacekeeping force." ' ' Since peacekeeping, by definition, is an operation undertaken with the consent of the territorial state, and since Taylor did not consent, one could read this characterization of ECOMOG as an implicit claim that Doe acting alone had the legal authority to consent to ECOMOG's deployment.
Nonetheless, it is difficult to conclude from the facts of this case that a government, reduced to the status of one among several warring parties, can unilaterally consent to an external intervention, even when the intervention is carried out under the auspices of a regional or subregional organization. ECOWAS itself did not cite Doe's con- Given the abysmal nature of the Doe regime, the breadth of opposition to it throughout the country, and the personal ties between Doe and the Nigerian President, reliance on Doe's consent would have been politically intolerable. It would also have run contrary to ECOMOG's claim to be a neutral interposition force. That claim was never entirely credible, since ECOMOG from the start was forced into an adversarial posture with Charles Taylor. But even though ECOMOG intervened against Taylor, it did not intervene for Doe. It made no effort to restore Doe to power. Instead, ECOMOG, and ECOWAS more generally, sought from the outset to arrange internationally monitored elections as the basis for resolving the conflict, and deliberately excluded Doe as a possible candidate in such elections." Indeed, it was precisely because ECOWAS pursued a strategy of national reconciliation through democratic elections that the intervention attracted international support.
By itself, this does not mean that ECOWAS could not rely on Doe's consent as the legal basis for interventionY When the United Nations first intervened in the Congo, it relied in large part on the beleaguered government's consent, even though the U.N. claimed to be neutral as between the internal warring factions.H But in the Congo, as in other cases where a multinational interven!tion force relied on a teetering government's consent, an illicit prior intervention (in that case by Belgium) arguably justified external aid to the governmentY. A similar argument could have been made in Liberia since Taylor received substantial support from Libya, Burkina Faso, and C6te d'IvoireY 0 But ECOWAS chose not to take that position, preferring to rely instead on a humanitarian justification.
Overall, there are good reasons why Doe's consent should be deemed insufficient as a legal justification. Unlike Aristide, Doe lacked the legitimacy that comes with the acquisition of power through internationally monitored elections. Accordingly, once Doe 85. In fact, ECOWAS stressed that its intervention was not designed "to save one part." was effectively reduced from head of state to head of a minor warring faction, his authority to speak for the state was nominal and purely formal. Doe's authority rested on the tenuous prop of external recognition. Though not withdrawn, such recognition says little in this context about outside states' views of Doe's authority, and nothing at all about the relationship between effective control and political community that normally underpins a government's claim in international law to be able to invite intervention on behalf of the state. In the end, Doe's invitation adds only a thin patina of legitimacy to the force of the humanitarian arguments for intervention. 9 ' If those arguments are not sufficient in and of themselves to warrant intervention, it is difficult to conclude, as a matter of law or policy, that the invitation of one faction, even if it is the faction that previously controlled the government, should materially alter the legal calculus. This is not to say that regional organizations should not have a substantial margin of appreciation when determining whether a government's political and military position has.deteriorated to the point that it no longer possesses sufficient authority to invite outside intervention. States typically do, and should, accord substantial deference to judgments by regional organizations with regard to the standing of a particular government within their region. There are several reasons why such deference is appropriate. First, as noted earlier, the process of multilateral decision-making, which requires achievement of a consensus among states with diverse interests, acts as a screen for purely self-interested interventions. Second, the member states of regional organizations have assented, at least to some degree, to the decision-making procedures at issue. Third, the member states are likely to have a greater expertise on the issues driving the conflict and greater familiarity with the warring parties than extra-regional actors. Regional organizations may thus be in a better position to evaluate and choose among available courses of action than states operating from a greater cultural and political distance.
There are, of course, some countervailing considerations. In particular, the very proximity that affords regional organizations a better understanding of local conditions than more distant states may also generate a greater degree of bias or self-interest than might be expected in other states. Moreover, it is possible in particular cases 91 . Accord Borgen, supra note 86, at 818 ("Since ECOWAS marginalized the Doe government and forged a future for Liberia that did not envision Doe at all, the legitimacy of its action cannot be argued to be based on the consent of the parties."). that a regional organization may simply act as a vehicle to conceal the driving interests of the organization's most powerful state. Most important, regional organizations typically lack the will, the resources, or both to intervene effectively in large-scale internal conflicts. 2 The dangers of biased or hegemonic interventions are real, but they are probably less significant now than during the Cold War when the United States undermined the perceived utility of regional collective decision making processes through its efforts to use the OAS (and on one occasion, the Organization of Eastern Caribbean States) as vehicles to legitimize ideologically motivated interventions in Latin America and the Caribbean. 93 Moreover, these dangers can be mitigated through careful U.N. oversight of regional interventions. 9 ' The larger problem is one of capabilities. Only a few subglobal organizations, NATO in particular, have the logistical and financial capacity to conduct effective large-scale military operations in distant countries. But the member states in those organizations seldom see a vital national interest at stake in contemporary internal conflicts, and thus lack the will to engage in the sustained peacekeeping, peace enforcement, and peacebuilding measures needed to stabilize war-torn countries. Fears of regional instability and weaker structures of public accountability may give smaller regional and subregional organizations (such as ECOWAS) the political will to intervene in internal conflicts, and an ability to take casualties well past the point that would drive out less motivated intervenors. But such organizations seldom have the resources, experience, or credibility with the warring parties to intervene effectively. 95 The obvious response to this dilemma is for the better endowed international organizations to assist the weaker but more motivated 95. See Laurenti, supra note 92.
regional organizations to intervene constructively. That approach has been attempted in various conflicts. In Liberia, for example, the United Nations and individual states have provided various forms of assistance to ECOWAS, while leaving to ECOWAS the dominant role in attempting to establish peace. To date, the support given to ECOWAS has been far less than the organization needed to compensate for its own limited resources. 6 But as the international community acquires more experience in ending internal conflicts using coordinated efforts by various international organizations, the record in this area may improve. On balance, it seems appropriate as a legal matter to continue to accord regional organizations a reasonable margin of appreciation in evaluating the authority of particular governments to invite intervention in close cases. Even so, justifications other than governmental consent should be sought when no single faction can credibly claim to speak for the state. One possibility, of course, is consent from all of the principal warring factions. To the extent that international law treats control of the state as a sufficient basis for expressing the state's consent to external military intervention, it seems reasonable to conclude that the collective consent of the various warring factions, which together control the state as a whole, constitutes the best available alternative to consent by a recognized, effective government.9 In many cases, it may be politically or morally unattractive to accord substantial legal significance to the will of one or more faction leaders, particularly if such leaders command no significant popular allegiance, rule by terror, and exercise no real governmental functions in their areas of military predominance." Unfortunately, external actors wishing to end a protracted and bloody internal conflict often have no choice but to accept such leaders as speaking for the territory and population under their control. 
D. Collapse of Internal Authority
In some cases, conflict reaches a level of intensity in which the forces of the incumbent government are routed, and no other internal source of authority exercises any meaningful administrative or governmental functions. It is doubtful that this situation presents a significantly different legal posture than a situation in which the government becomes simply one among a number of warring factions. Some authors have suggested, however, that in a situation of complete breakdown of internal authority, regional organizations have a special competence to intervene to restore order. 1 "
It could be argued that in such a case military action by a regional organization to restore order falls within the bounds of regional authority to deal with problems "appropriate for regional action" pursuant to Chapter VIII of the Charter." 1 Absent any viable internal authority, the argument goes, intervention designed to restore conditions under which the population of the state can establish a government of its choosing would not be action against a state, and so would not constitute enforcement action of the sort that would have to be authorized by the Security Council pursuant to Article 53 of the Charter.'0 Accordingly, consent in such cases might be treated as unnecessary. Alternatively, consent in such cases might be presumed. Under this approach, the assumption would be that intervention in such circumstances would be so clearly in the interest of the affected state that the state, or the people of the state, would certainly consent to such intervention if they could. 0 3 Either way, interventions to restore order could be deemed to fall within the gray area between Article 52's peaceful dispute resolution mechanisms and Article 53's enforcement action.
A variation on this argument would be that in a situation of complete internal breakdown, the highest surviving official of the vanished government should have the authority to invite external intervention to restore order." ' This situation arguably differs from the situation where a government's status is reduced to one of several warring factions, because the surviving official supposedly speaks against a background of anarchy rather than as the representative of one of several factions each claiming the right to speak for the state.
The United States invoked both variations of the argument in support of its 1983 invasion of Grenada. The United States claimed that anarchy reigned at the moment of intervention, and that swift action was necessary to restore order and to protect U.S. nationals resident in Grenada.' 5 To support its decision, the United States invoked, inter alia, the authorization of the Organization of Eastern Caribbean States, claiming that it had authority under Chapter VIII of the U.N. Charter to respond to disorder in a member state. ' The United States also relied on an invitation to intervene issued by the Governor-General of Grenada. 7 Even though the GovernorGeneral's authority within Grenada was largely ceremonial,' 8 the United States argued that his consent carried substantial weight in the absence of colorable claims by other internal actors to speak for the state. However, neither of these justifications, either individually or in tandem with the alleged threat to U.S. nationals, proved persuasive to most states. 09 The notion that states may intervene to substitute an orderly democratic process for anarchic violence as a means to reorder a state's internal political structures is an attractive one, at least on the surface. In theory, an intervention of that sort, if effective and accomplished at a reasonable cost to the affected state, could only benefit the people of that state. ' Under the conventional under-104. See Moore, supra note 100, at 153 n. 26, 159-61 (arguing that the Governor-General of Grenada had more authority to speak for Grenada than any other official at the time of the U.S. invasion of Grenada).
105. standing of the U.N. Charter, however, any uninvited military intervention that is not undertaken in self-defense or authorized by the Security Council is illegal." 1 Moreover, the risks of abuse associated with a broad license to restore order are substantial, since there will often be a significant, though temporary, vacuum of authority between the overthrow of the incumbent government and the establishment of a successor government.
It might be appropriate, however, to create an exception for cases of protracted anarchy, in which all government functions cease for an extended period, and the warring factions are unable or unwilling to exercise any administrative functions even within the territory they control."' Possession of a government is an element and arguably a duty of statehood." 3 The temporary absence of a government cannot by itself suffice to trigger intervention, because internal actors must be given some opportunity to reestablish order on their own terms." 4 At some point, however, the prolonged absence of any government may constitute an abdication of the responsibilities of statehood sufficient to warrant external intervention designed to enable the citizens of the state to resume control over their affairs, and to put an end to destructive and pointless conflict. 5 One problem, of course, is determining when that point is reached. The Security Council can decide at any time that the effects of anarchy are intolerable and authorize military intervention simply by finding that the "magnitude of the human tragedy" created by such conditions constitutes a threat to international peace. That, af- ter all, was the basis for the U.N. authorized military intervention in Somalia." 6 The question is whether regional organizations should have a similar margin of appreciation, either under a theory of presumed consent, or under the view that action to restore order in such cases does not constitute enforcement action under Chapter VIII of the U.N. Charter. Acceptance of a presumed consent theory, unless based on the terms of a regional organization's charter or some other treaty arrangement, would necessarily validate a similar intervention by a state acting unilaterally. That is a dangerous prospect since decisions by individual states are not subject to the checks and balances of a collective decision-making process." Accordingly, it seems better to conclude that such interventions, to the extent they are permissible at all without Security Council authorization, fall within the bounds of appropriate action by a regional organization.
III. CONSENT AND ITS REVOCATION
What happens when a state consents to intervention and then withdraws that consent? In the ordinary case, the answer is simple. Intervention by consent must remain within the bounds of that consent. Accordingly, if a generally effective incumbent government revokes its prior consent to an external military intervention, the intervenors must withdraw. 1 " 8 Failure to do s6 amounts to an intervention against the will of the state.
There are circumstances, however, in which a different result might be reached. First, there is some uncertainty about the conditions under which even an effective government can lawfully revoke consent to the deployment of an international peacekeeping force. In 1967, Egypt withdrew its consent to the presence of the United Nations Emergency Force on Egyptian territory, thus paving the way for an Egyptian attack on Israel." 9 The Secretary-General, after studying the legal aspects of the Egyptian position, concluded that the United Nations had no legal option but to withdraw. In his view, the deployment of peacekeepers required the continuous affirmative consent, or at least acquiescence, of the state in which the troops were placed. ' The Secretary-General's decision provoked considerable controversy.' Some critics felt that Egypt's consent to the deployment, and its acceptance of a status of forces agreement with the U.N., created a legal obligation to permit the force to carry out its mission in accordance with the parties' prior agreement." ' To confer on any state the right to force a unilateral withdrawal of international peacekeepers at any time could stimulate strategic behavior, permitting one party to use peacekeepers as a means to buy time until that party is ready to resume a conflict previously suspended by agreement between the warring parties. On the other hand, deployment of military forces in a state's territory without its actual, contemporaneous consent impinges so directly on the autonomy of the state that the state presumably must retain, by virtue of its sovereignty, the right ultimately to revoke its consent and to force the intervenors to withdraw. The solution to this particular dilemma may lie in simply reading a requirement of reasonable notice into a state's right to revoke consent, thus giving all parties time to prepare for the peacekeepers' departure.
A similar problem arises when consent to intervention comes from two or more warring factions in an internal conflict, rather than from an effective government acting unilaterally. In such cases, states can reasonably rely on the consent of the various factions as collectively constituting the state's consent. 13 Unfortunately, consent obtained in such fashion is often fragile." Almost inevitably, one faction may come to believe that the presence of external forces benefits the other side, even if the forces act as neutral peacekeepers. At that point, the faction perceiving itself as disadvantaged by intervention may withdraw consent, and even attack the would-be peacekeepers. Clearly, the peacekeepers have the right to defend themselves, but do they have the right to pursue their mission against internal opposition?H If one assumes that any coercive actions and even the continued presence of the peacekeepers requires either the contemporaneous consent of the state as a whole or Security Council authorization, then withdrawal of consent even by one among a number of factions may amount to the termination of consent as a legal basis for intervention." But if one assumes that the withdrawal of consent is as much an act of state will as the grant of consent in the first place, one could argue that revocation requires a collective decision, and that no single faction is entitled to revoke consent unilaterally.
Even if one follows the latter approach, however, consent may still prove to be a dubious basis for intervention, since some of the factions that gave their consent originally may splinter, disappear, or be replaced by new factions. On occasion, factions may reconstitute themselves under new names, precisely in order to escape any obligations they may previously have assumed. At some point, the continued presence of external forces will ordinarily require either renewed consent emanating from the new constellation of warring factions or Security Council authorization."
When consent broke down as a basis for intervention in Somalia, the Security Council switched to enforcement action under Chapter VII." It did the same in the former Yugoslavia.
2 9 By contrast, the consent of various warring factions to ECOWAS peacekeeping in Liberia has come and gone with some frequency over the last six years. Nonetheless, ECOWAS acts as if it has always had full consent, with 125 . See OSCAR SCHACHTER, INTERNATIONAL LAW IN THEORY AND PRACTICE 408 (1991) (noting that U.N peacekeepers sometimes "stretch" the self-defense principle "far beyond its usual legal meaning," in part by combining a right to freedom of movement with a claimed "right to use arms in defense of positions occupied").
126. In many cases, parties dissatisfied with the activities of peacekeeping forces may simply engage in obstructionist tactics rather than explicitly withdraw consent. See RATNER, supra note 119, at 38. In such cases, peacekeepers may be forced to consider not simply the technical existence of consent, but also the "quality" of that consent, that is, the extent to which the principal parties to the conflict can be considered on balance committed to the peacekeeping proc- the apparent blessing of the United Nations. In the end, this may be yet another area in which both the United Nations and regional organizations should be deemed to have a considerable margin for appredation, that is, some leeway to decide whether a single faction's withdrawal of consent by itself fatally undermines the authority of the operation as a whole." 3 Finally, there is considerable uncertainty over whether and under what conditions states may authorize external military intervention by treaty, even in the absence of any contemporaneous consent to the intervention." The issue is particularly intriguing as it relates to the intervention authority possessed by regional organizations or ad hoc coalitions of states. In a series of thoughtful articles, Professor Tom Farer urges us to consider the following hypothetical. Suppose that a group of democratic states in the Caribbean enters into a treaty with interested NATO members to protect democracy in the signatory states. In the event of an unconstitutional seizure of power in any one of those states, the other parties to the treaty are authorized to intervene militarily to restore the elected government, either at the request of the ousted elected officials, or by a two-thirds vote if communication with those officials proves impossible. Professor Farer's conclusion is that an intervention carried out pursuant to such a treaty would be lawful " [s] ince such an action is carried out with the previously expressed consent of the target state." ' It could be argued, of course, that only the contemporaneous consent of the effective government can satisfy the peremptory norm against the use of force in international relations embodied in Article 2(4) of the U.N. Charter. But if the forces seizing power unconstitutionally have not yet consolidated their control over the country, or if, as in Haiti, the international community continues to recognize the former government as the legitimate state government, it seems fair 130. Cf. RATNER, supra note 119, at 40-41 (noting that in many cases of "decaying consent", states "neither insist upon enforcement authority from the Security Council to respond to many types of violations nor demand the termination of missions facing lack of compiance"). states are likely to defer to the judgment of regional organizations, at least in those cases in which the United Nations itself is reluctant to get involved.
